THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

Recruiting
Rewards, incentives and other extras can easily spark the interest of potential employees
on job boards, online career sites, and even during job fairs. Generate excitement for open
positions with our Digital Rewards program.
With a catalog of valuable offerings, cost-effective Digital Rewards make it easy for
recruiters and human resources professionals to reward potential employees for showing
interest in a position or submitting their resume to a company. With more resumes to
choose from, it’s easier to pick the best candidate for any position.
Increase employee interest with products consumers regularly use and enjoy.
These modern promotional gifts are a cost-effective way to enhance recruiting efforts.
Digital Reward Cards are convenient to store and are easy to take to job fairs — whether
they are across town or across the country.

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Powerful uses of Digital REWARDS
FOR Recruiting Potential Employees

Did You Know?
•

The tables have turned: Digital music downloads now
exceed physical sales.*

Easily greet potential
employees by including
a Digital Reward Card in
a company welcome kit.

Give rewards to
candidates who attend
info sessions or submit
their resume to a job
posting.

Increase booth traffic
by offering a high-value
Digital Reward Card to
job fair attendees.

•

Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**

•

Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***

Use digital rewards
to enhance recruiting
initiatives, and
capture the attention
of the best talent at
career fairs.

Include Digital
Rewards on Direct
Mail Pieces prior to
job fairs as a lowcost way to stand out
from competitors an
increase response.

Encourage
candidates to ask
questions and start
conversations with
recruiters about certain
positions with a Digital
Rewards giveaway.

•

Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion dollars
on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media Factbook.

Case Studies:
Client: Intel

Use:Recruiting

Reward: Music Downloads

Intel was looking to attract top technology candidates who attended their recruitment events. They offered Digital Reward cards to all prospects that
showed interest in their company.
Intel rewarded candidates with a free Music Download after they visited their job fair booth. Plus, transporting lightweight cards as job fairs across
the country was easy.

Client: Nissan

Use: Recruiting

Reward: Music Downloads

Nissan wanted to boost applications for service technicians and sales reps within their dealerships.
They distributed Digital Reward cards to attract talent at various colleges, universities and trade schools. To encourage students to submit their
information, Nissan rewarded candidates with a free Music Download after they successfully uploaded their resume.

Client: United States Marine Corps

Use: Recruiting

Reward: Music Downloads

Always on the lookout for new recruits, the United States Marine Corps needed a modern way to attract Corps hopefuls.
They decided to offer branded cards that provided recipients with two music downloads. Recipients were directed to a branded landing page, which
allowed the Marine Corps to collect important survey and contact information from the candidates who had requested more information.

